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1. 
2020 at a glance 



“SPECIALISING IN 
AFFORDABLE  
RENTAL 
HOUSING”
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Fellow Shareholders & Residents,
It is a pleasure to address you to present this Annual Report in
which we display the most relevant events of 2020 for ADVERO.

2020 was undoubtedly a noteworthy year for the world as a
whole. The Covid-19 global health pandemic had a significant
impact on Spain. However, the different real estate market
segments showed diverse resilience to the crisis. ADVERO’s
strategic focus on affordable rents for the middle-income class
granted the company with a strong position to face this crisis,
resulting in limited impact to its operations and a year of notable
achievement for its portfolio and shareholders.

Specifically, in June 2020 ADVERO completed the first tranche of
its fourth capital increase for €6.8m to continue financing its
growth. This was an extraordinary achievement in the middle of a
pandemic, highlighting shareholders’ trust and confidence in
ADVERO.

This additional capital raise, along with the use of existing credit
lines, enabled ADVERO to expand its portfolio to eight buildings
with 126 apartments around Barcelona and Madrid, and reach a
significant milestone of geographical diversification.

Specifically, to the five running assets around the city of
Barcelona, ADVERO added between June and October 2020 two
assets in Madrid’s Vallecas district. In parallel to these
acquisitions, the company completed a major refurbishment of
an asset in Madrid’s Tetuan district, which the company acquired
in the last days of December 2019.

ADVERO’s assets in the outskirts of Barcelona suffered no
relevant impact by Covid-19, with occupancy remaining at 97%;
a 7% increase in rents – mainly achieved in Q1, before the
lockdowns – and a 25% turnover of tenants for the year, only a
slight increase from 20% in 2019.

On the contrary, Covid-19 did impact ADVERO’s recent
business in Madrid, as the lockdown in Vallecas and Tetuan
districts, plus the offer of tourist apartments for long-lease
rents in the city, slowed down the commercialization of
ADVERO’s new assets in the second half of the year.

Operating expenses increased significantly in the year as a
result of the incorporation of new assets in the portfolio and
the requirements as a listed company since November 2019.
Despite higher operating expenses and the late incorporation
of new assets in the second half of the year, the company still
managed to achieve positive EBITDA and operating cashflow
generation. However, the lack of income in 2020 from the three
assets in Madrid did not allow ADVERO to offset amortizations
and financial costs, and the company closed the year with
negative net result. Notwithstanding, proforma figures
(portfolio assets fully running on a 12-month basis) shall set the
company at positive net profit.

Parallel to that, ADVERO’s transparent communication policy
towards the financial markets backed the performance of the
share price, which saw a 35% increase in the first twelve months
after the listing on BME Growth in November 2019, and a 9.4%
revaluation over 2020, again indicating the investors’
confidence in the resilience of the business.

With the desire to continue contributing to the creation of a
sustainable residential offering for years to come and creating
value for our shareholders, on behalf of the Board of Directors,
I thank you for your trust in ADVERO as shareholders and
residents.

PAU CORBERA

Chairman

April 2021

ADVERO Properties SOCIMI, S.A.
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JUNE 2020
Capital increase 

ADVERO completed the first tranche of its
fourth capital increase for €6.8m to finance the
acquisition of additional assets and further its
geographical diversification.

The General Shareholders’ Meeting also
approved a second tranche of 385,000 new
shares to be executed in the near future.

2020: HIGHLIGHTS 
OF THE YEAR

2020 was a year of portfolio growth and 
geographical diversification for ADVERO, 
following the completion of a capital 
increase. Despite the challenges with 
Covid-19, ADVERO continued to 
consolidate its business and maximise 
shareholders’ returns. 

JUNE & OCTOBER 2020
Asset acquisitions 

ADVERO acquired its seventh asset, the company’s
second, in Madrid in June 2020. The asset was
brand new and located in the Vallecas district with
16 apartments and 11 parking spaces,.

Following this acquisition, in October ADVERO
acquired its eight asset. Another brand-new
building, located in the Vallecas neighbourhood of
Madrid, with 17 apartments and 15 parking
spaces,.

To finance the acquisitions, ADVERO made use of
its credit line, along with funds from the latest
capital increase

ADVERO Properties SOCIMI, S.A.
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2020
Share evolution

Since becoming a listed company in November of 
2019, ADVERO achieved a 35% increase in share 
price, from a €6.5 listing price, to €8.75 at the end of 
December 2020 (€8.85 in April 2021). 

SEPTEMBER 2020
Refurbishment complete

ADVERO completed the refurbishment
of its 17-apartment asset in the Tetuan
district of Madrid, with the only
pending items at the end of 2020 being
the connection of its water and
electricity supply.

2020 
Year closing

Despite a year that was marked by
Covid-19, ADVERO managed to meet
its objective of geographical
diversification, conducted a capital
increase and completed its first full year
as a publicly traded company. The
pandemic had no significant impact on
ADVERO’s business plan and the
company still achieved significant value
generation for its shareholders, through
new acquisitions. Furthermore, ADVERO
closed 2020 with an investment
capacity above €10 million for future
investments in 2021, from current cash
available, potential new bank financing
and the agreed capital increase that is
pending execution.

ADVERO Properties SOCIMI, S.A.



Although Covid-19 had a significant impact on
the economy, ADVERO only saw a minor effect on
its rent collection. Over the course of 2020, only
7% of ADVERO’s tenants requested some type of
total or partial moratorium on the payment of
their rent, equating to only 1.5% of total annual
rent. At the closing of 2020, 95% of affected
tenants were already up to date regarding
postponed payments.

Covid-19 had an unprecedented effect on the Spanish economy and share prices of Spanish REITs,
with current market volatility reminiscent of the financial crisis in 2008. Its overall impact on real estate
activity remains uncertain and difficult to predict. Following the closure of 2020 and the effect of
Covid-19, ADVERO identified the following potential impacts to its business, and evaluated its
possibility of occurrence:

Effect of Covid-19 on business performance 

Increased supplyRisk of rent default

Sustained demand 

Many large cities in Spain saw a substantial
increase in the number of rented flats available,
resulting from short-term tourist apartments
being temporarily transferred to the traditional
residential market. According to a study by real
estate site Fotocasa, 64% of tourist apartment
owners switched their properties to traditional
renting in 2020. However, imbalance between
supply and demand in rental residential
properties is still high.

The growing uncertainly from the pandemic
increased the demand for rental housing as this
became the preferred choice for many, while they
seek to wait out and see how the market evolves.
In addition to this, the reduced access to bank
financing also resulted in fewer property
purchases being approved, furthering demand for
rental properties.

10

Although Covid-19 resulted in an increase in
supply of rental properties in the market, the
rental price in this asset category was the least
affected. According to a study by Servihabitat,
in 2020 the market still managed to achieve a
14.7% YoY increase in rental prices, proving this
segment of real estate to be one of the most
resilient through this pandemic.

Rental price decrease 

ADVERO Properties SOCIMI, S.A.
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ADVERO’s 4 strategic investment pillars

High quality residential assets

ADVERO focuses on the acquisition of assets
exclusively for residential use, prioritising properties
that are no older than 15 years, with quality
finishing.

Access to housing
ADVERO aims to offer a solution to middle-income
population, which faces a greater difficulty in
obtaining financing for the acquisition of housing,
Undoubtedly, this population segment lies behind
the structural change regarding property ownership
in Spain.

Periphery of large cities
Due to the population segment targeted by
ADVERO, the company specializes in the
management of assets located in middle-income
neighborhoods of Spain’s main capitals or in the
peripheral areas, which are well connected and offer
quality services.

Complete assets instead of fragmented housing
ADVERO prioritizes the acquisition of complete
buildings to facilitate the creation of cohesive
communities.

Our long-term approach to creating value

1

2

3

4

12

ADVERO Properties SOCIMI, S.A.



Portfolio at 31 December 2020

Madrid

City

Buildings: 3
Apartments: 50
Parking: 26
Storage: 32

Barcelona outskirts

Rubí, Terrassa, Sabadell

Buildings: 5
Apartments: 76 
Parking: 65
Storage: 20

5

3

GAV
22.8
Million €

Passing rent: 
€10.09 / sqm / month

Gross leasable area 
7,000 sqm 

Apartments
126

Occupancy rate
97% 1

13

1. Occupancy rate is based on the 5 fully operating assets in Barcelona at the end of 2020
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Portfolio Assets – Barcelona area

MARE DE DEU DEL PILAR
Rubi, Barcelona

GLA
Purchase Date
Acquisition Price
GAV (€)
GRI1

Occupancy2

793 sqm
April 2018

€1.1m
€1.7m

€73,025
100%

1. Gross rental income based on annualized figures from December 2020
2. Occupancy rate as at December 2020

GLA
Purchase Date
Acquisition Price
GAV (€)
GRI1

Occupancy2

1,224 sqm
April 2018

€2.2m
€3.8m

€150,708
95%

7 apartments
7 parking units

19 apartments
19 parking units

WILSON
Terrassa, Barcelona

SANTA FE
Rubi, Barcelona

11 apartments
7 parking units

GLA
Purchase Date
Acquisition Price
GAV (€)
GRI1

Occupancy2

760 sqm
October 2018

€1.1m
€1.8m

€73,613
91%

VERGE DE LA PALOMA
Sabadell, Barcelona

GLA
Purchase Date
Acquisition Price
GAV (€)
GRI1

Occupancy2

1.078 sqm
December 2018

€2.0m
€2.8m

€113,919
100%

GLA
Purchase Date
Acquisition Price
GAV (€)
GRI1

Occupancy2

1,100 sqm
March 2019

€2.3m
€3.9m

€154,972
96%

14 apartments
14 parking units

25 apartments
18 parking units

CANONGE RODO
Terrassa, Barcelona

ADVERO maintains a 100% ownership over all portfolio assets.

ADVERO Properties SOCIMI, S.A.
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Portfolio Assets – Madrid 

PLATANO
Tetuan district, Madrid

GLA
Purchase Date
Acquisition Price
GAV (€)
GRI1

Occupancy3

688 sqm
December 2019

€2.5m
€3.3m

-
-

1. Gross rental income based on annualized figures from December 2020
2. Occupancy rate as at December 2020
3. Habitation license obtained in January 2021
4. Full marketing of the asset as of January 2021

GLA
Purchase Date
Acquisition Price
GAV (€)
GRI1

Occupancy2

781 sqm
June 2020

€1.8m
€2.5m

€92,040
75%

16 apartments
11 parking units

PUERTO de TARANCON 
Puente Vallecas district, Madrid

TERESA MAROTO
Puente Vallecas district, Madrid

GLA
Purchase Date
Acquisition Price
GAV (€)
GRI1

Occupancy4

632 sqm
October 2020

€2.5m
€2.9m

-
-

ADVERO Properties SOCIMI, S.A.

ADVERO maintains a 100% ownership over all portfolio assets.

17 apartments 17 apartments
15 parking units
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is the average net household 
income among ADVERO’s tenants

€2,177

Average = 55 sqm

Profile of ADVERO’s portfolio
By number of rooms
% of apartments 

By apartment size 
Gross sqm 

Average age of ADVERO’s tenants
vs. average of tenants in major Spanish cities

% of ADVERO’s tenants by age group

Affordability ratio 

Profile of ADVERO’s tenants

56%
22%

9%

13%

< 50 sqm 50-70 sqm 70-90 sqm > 90 sqm

31%

36%

21%

12%

Studio 1 bedroom 2 bedrooms 3 bedrooms

39 41 38 42 46 42 42
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ADVERO Properties SOCIMI, S.A.
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Average = €645
Average/sqm/month = €10

Profile of ADVERO’s contracts

ADVERO Properties SOCIMI, S.A.

Like for like rent increase
in 2020 through new 

contracts and renewals 

+7%

By monthly rent 
€/month

Years of average tenant stay
4.47

13%

55%

27%

5%

< €500 €500 - €700 €700 - €900 €900+

Source of income
ADVERO’s asset acquisition and rental strategies
are as follows:

1) The acquisition of empty properties, which
involves some initial investment in capex, but
also allows for rental prices to already be
adjusted to market levels once operating

2) The acquisition of already-leased apartments,
with rents generally below market levels. This
allows ADVERO to receive cash flows at point
of acquisition but requires incremental rent
increases in the medium term to eventually
reach market levels

3) The acquisition of unfinished assets, which
require capex to complete the building work,
but also allows for market rental prices to be
achieved once operating.

Lease expiration profile 

44%

2%

54%

2021 2022 Long term



More than just a home 

Telephone              Internet Mobile

ADVERO’s long-term mission is to build a
cohesive community of tenants and local
partners to reinforce ADVERO’s mission-
driven purpose of providing quality housing
to sectors of the population that opt for
rent as the best alternative to owning
property.

ADVERO works to complement its
apartments with services adapted to its
tenants’ needs. ADVERO’s buildings already
have one of the most affordable broadband
and mobile contract facilities on the market
through its strategic alliance with Netllar
Telecom.

Additionally, ADVERO’s residents may
benefit in particular from attractive
corporate rates agreed by ADVERO with
other firms, such as insurance companies.

A major step towards intelligent
housing: ADVERO Properties is actively
seeking and currently working with various
technology companies that can provide
pleasurable and practical living solutions for
tenants, including those that can be input
through the internet-fibre cable.

18

ADVERO Properties SOCIMI, S.A.



3. 
Social responsibility 



A core part of ADVERO’s principles is a strong focus on its social responsibility. ADVERO is committed
to focusing on the community’s needs and keeping its tenants at the forefront of all it does. In
addition to this, ADVERO is committed to running an entity that is fair and transparent towards its
tenants and shareholders.

Social responsibility

Commitment towards our tenantsCommitment towards a social need

Commitment towards tax obligations 

ADVERO is committed to providing affordable
quality rental housing in Spain. Ensuring mutual
commitment by both ADVERO and their
residents is a fundamental value when aiming at
affordable quality rental prices, with no
aggressive price increases or unfair eviction of
tenants.

Although socimis in Spain do benefit from certain
tax advantages to promote investments in an
underdeveloped market, socimis are not tax-free
vehicles. ADVERO is committed to all of its tax
obligations, which have amounted to €1.38 M1

since the start of business in Feb 2018.

20

The lack of a developed, professionalized rental
housing sector in Spain has resulted in socimis
and real estate funds gaining the reputation of
seeking high returns at the expense of tenants.
ADVERO is committed to providing fair and
transparent information and ensuring the
tenant is core of all we do. It is important to
work towards a fair and transparent market,
with a stable legal framework, to promote the
investment needed in Spain for a sustainable
rental residential sector.

Commitment towards transparency 

Spain is experiencing unprecedented demand for
rental housing. The strict requirements for
mortgage loans have resulted in mid-low income
households less able to access bank financing,
creating a shift from home ownership to renting.
The shortage of affordable housing on offer has
meant that investment and government policies
for affordable housing are crucial to make this
sector grow to meet the demand.

ADVERO Properties SOCIMI, S.A.

1. Taxes on asset acquisitions, dividends and municipal
taxes. Not considered here additional input VAT from the
assets’ maintenance. Due to ADVERO’s business type,
VAT is not a deductible expense for the company.
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ADVERO’s value indicators
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ADVERO Value Indicators

ADVERO PROPERTIES SOCIMI, S.A.
is a Spanish Real Estate Investment Trust devoted to delivering a sustainable return to
shareholders through the selective acquisition of core/core-plus multifamily properties.
Established in 2017, ADVERO was founded to take advantage of the social and economic shift
in Spain from ownership to rental for affordable homes.

ADVERO’s focus is to implement a buy-to-let strategy for fully or majority-owned assets in the
outskirts of major cities in Spain, and aimed at mid to low income sectors of the population.

Recurrence of 
cashflows

Obligation to 
distribute min. 
80% of profit as 
dividends

Natural hedge 
against inflation 
as rents are 
adjusted annually 
according to 
updates in the CPI

Low-risk 
investment, based 
on the middle-
income real estate 
underlying assets

1 2 3 4

Revaluation of current 
portfolio compared to 
acquisition price

+44%

Increase in share price value 
between listing in Nov ’19 and 
end of 2020

+35%

Annualised Return for 
investors, between first 
capital increase in Feb ‘18 and 
Dec ‘20

+20%

+9.4%
Increase in share price value 
between Jan ’20 and Dec ‘20

ADVERO Properties SOCIMI, S.A.
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ADVERO’s strategy of providing affordable rental 
housing enabled its high occupancy rate of 97% 
for 2020. 

Outsourcing management contracts to local firms 
allows the company to reduce expenses and 
maintain a high NOI margin.

ADVERO’s long-term asset management plan 
aims to generate high returns and value for its 
shareholders by continuously increasing the NAV.

ADVERO’s net result according to GAAP is 
significantly less than that according to IFRS as a 
result of the revaluation of assets that is not 
reflected under Spanish GAAP.

ADVERO aims to not exceed a loan to value ratio 
of 30%, its financial leverage at end 2020 sits well 
below this level.

NAV/share is expected to increase following the 
deployment of the financial resources already 
available. 

ADVERO’s portfolio grew substantially in 2020 
with the acquisition of 2 new assets in Madrid.

Gross rental income is expected to increase 
significantly following the full commercialization 
of the new assets in Madrid.

The year 2020 in figures (as of 31 December 2020) 

1. For the 5 assets in operation at end 2020
2. Unaudited conversion to IFRS

Net Yield on invested capital is the ratio of  
proforma NRI to total invested capital. 

Net operating income (NOI) margin1

75%

Net Result (Spanish GAAP)
€(109k) (IFRS2: +€825k)

NAV/share
€8.62

LTV Ratio
3%

No. of apartments 
126 (v 76 in 2019)

Occupancy rate1

97%

Gross rental income (GRI)
€609k (€1,01M proforma)

Net yield on invested capital
4.9% 

Net asset value (NAV)
€22.5m

ADVERO Properties SOCIMI, S.A.

Internal rate of return for ADVERO’s portfolio 
from date of first acquisition in April 2018 to 
December 2020. 

Total Annualised Return on Assets
30%
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Value creation via asset acquisition 

Pilar Santa Fe Wilson Paloma Canonge Platano T. Maroto Tarancon TOTAL
Acq. Cost 1.10 2.24 1.17 2.01 2.32 2.51 1.88 2.58 15.84
GAV 1.70 3.83 1.84 2.8 3.96 3.28 2.47 2.94 22.83
Diff. 0.60 1.59 0.66 0.79 1.63 0.77 0.59 0.36 6.99

Acquisition cost vs. current GAV
€m

Total capital invested
€15.8m

Asset Revaluation
+44% 

Portfolio GAV1

€22.8m

Portfolio value metrics at 31 December 2020 

ADVERO Properties SOCIMI, S.A.

Equity
€11.6m

Debt 
€4.2m

55%

71%

57%

39%

71%

31%

31%

14%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Pilar Santa Fe Wilson Paloma Canonge Platano Teresa
Maroto

Tarancon

Acquisition cost GAV Revaluation %

1. GAV based on assets under full operation
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5
5.99

8.83 8.62

GAV/NAV evolution
Gross asset value and resulting NAV/share
€m

Acquisitions Asset revaluationNAV/share

• ADVERO has managed to increase the value of its portfolio not only through new acquisitions

but by a) managing the terms for asset acquisitions compared to market prices and b) by

continuously optimising the management of its properties.

• In parallel, the blue trendline indicates how this value creation translates to the NAV/share.

• The NAV/share has experienced a slight decrease in 2020 as a result of the dilution effect from

the first tranche of the 2020 capital increase (conducted at 8.50 €/share), while these funds

have not yet been fully deployed.

ADVERO’s value indicators
3

NAV
€22.5m

7.6

17.9

22.8

6.3

4.8

4.3

1.2

5.6

0.63

0

5

10

15

20

25

Feb 18 GAV Dec 18 GAV Dec 19 GAV Dec 20 GAV

ADVERO Properties SOCIMI, S.A.
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Financial debt status1

ADVERO Properties SOCIMI, S.A.

Loan-to-value ratio

3%

Loan-to-cost ratio

4%

Average cost of debt

2%

Average maturity

15.2 years

Average duration

6.6 years

Loan principal outstanding

€3.9 million

Cash position

€3.2 million

Net financial debt

€0.7 million

Future investment capacity2

€10.1 million

1. As of 31 December 2020
2. Based on cash available, capital increase pending execution (€3.3m) and new bank financing on portfolio assets
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Gross rental income2 €m 1.01

Net rental income €m 0.77

NRI margin % 75

EBITDA €m 0.33

EBITDA margin % 32

FFO3 €m 0.62

FFO per share € 0.26

Gross yield % 4.4

Net yield % 3.4

Net Yield OIC5 % 4.9

Total ROA % 29,6

GAV and NAV

Gross asset value €m 22.8

Total investment €m 15.8

Total equity raised €m 15.8

Net debt €m 0.7

Other Investments €m 0.4

Net asset value €m 22.5

NAV / share1 € 8.62

LTV ratio % 3.0

ADVERO is currently speeding up the
marketing of its three new assets in Madrid,
following the end of lockdown in the
districts of Vallecas and Tetuan, which
paralyzed the commercialization at the end
of 2020. This should have a significant
impact on the company’s net rental income
for 2021.

Parallel, ADVERO is actively analysing new
opportunities to invest the remaining equity
from the latest capital increase and new
bank financing alternatives.

Verge de la Paloma
SABADELL, Barcelona

1. NAV/share adjusted for warrants and treasury stock
2. For assets that are not yet commercialized, this rental income has been estimated
3. Funds from operations calculated as EBITDA less interest and income tax payments
4. Based on proforma earnings
5. Net Yield Over Invested Capital

Portfolio value metrics

Proforma key earnings figures 

Profitability ratios4

ADVERO Properties SOCIMI, S.A.
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2020 Capital Increase
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ADVERO Properties SOCIMI, S.A.

New shares in 1st tranche 
of capital increase

797,142
Price per share

€8.50
Total amount raised 

in 1st tranche 

€6.8m

Breakdown of capital increase

Mr. Oleg Soloshchanskiy
Appointed director: Mr. Maxim Solo.

Grau S.A.
Appointed director: Mr . Alex Grau

At the General Shareholders Meeting on June 15, ADVERO closed a capital increase of 6.8 million
euros and the shareholders unanimously granted the Board of Directors the power to
complement the share issue with a second tranche amounting to 385,000 additional new shares,
to set the total company’s equity at approximately €19 million.

New relevant shareholders1

46%54%

New Investors Exisiting Investors

1. Relevant shareholders hold over 5%

Number of shares in the 
Second tranche (pending 

execution)

385,000



Source: MAB

ADVERO’s shares 

Market info1

Ticker YADV

ISIN ES0105448007

Stock exchange BME Growth (Spain)

Share capital 2,426,373

Share price2 €8.75

Market cap.2 €21.2m

Total trading volume3 107,000 shares

Total trading turnover3 €0.89m

% of shares traded3 4.1%

ADVERO share price performance vs Ibex Growth Market All Share 
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At end of 2020, ADVERO’s shares had appreciated from €5.00 to €8.75 since the first capital
increase in Feb’18, representing a 75% revaluation, and 35% since listing in Nov ‘19.

€ 800.00 

€ 1,000.00 

€ 1,200.00 

€ 1,400.00 

€ 1,600.00 

€ 1,800.00 

€ 2,000.00 

€ 7.00 

€ 7.50 

€ 8.00 

€ 8.50 

€ 9.00 

€ 9.50 

ADVERO (LHS) IBEX Growth Market All Share (RHS)

1. As of 31 December 2020
2. €8.85 and €21.5m at end of March 2021
3. Between listing in Nov ‘19 and 31 Dec ‘20

Share appreciation since listing 
(Nov ’19-Dic ‘20)

35%

Share appreciation in 2020

9.5%

ADVERO (Left-hand axis) IBEX Growth Market Share (Right-hand axis)

ADVERO Properties SOCIMI, S.A.



Since its incorporation in 2017, ADVERO has sought
to maximise value for its shareholders in the form
of an increase in NAV per share, while generating
sustainable returns through the annual payment
of dividends. The company intends to maintain a
dividend which takes account of sustainable levels of
distribution for future years to come by continuing
to build a portfolio of assets yielding optimal returns
and maximizing cash flows through the company’s
efficient asset management strategy, thereby
preserving long-term value for shareholders.
.
Since ADVERO’s  start of business in  2018, the 
company has paid dividends to its shareholders 
against both its 2018 and 2019 results.

2020 was an exciting year for ADVERO, as it became 
a publicly listed company. The increase in corporate 
expenses resulting from this listing, along with the 
acquisition of two new assets in the second half of 
the year meant that ADVERO was not able to offset 
these increased expenses with new income from 
these assets, and as such no dividends are likely to 
be distributed on 2020 results. 

The proforma for 2021, based on the current asset 
portfolio, is however forecasting a positive net result 
for the financial year. 

Dividend payments

31
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+12%
Increase in 
dividend per share 

€0.032/share
Dividend per share
(Paid on 2019 results)

€0.03/share
Dividend per share
(Paid on 2018 results)
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Audit report on annual accounts issued by an 
independent auditor1

To the shareholders of ADVERO PROPERTIES 
SOCIMI, S.A.: 

Opinion
We have audited the annual accounts of ADVERO 
PROPERTIES SOCIMI, S.A. (the Company), which 
comprise the balance sheet as of 31 December 2020, 
the profit and loss account, the statement of 
changes in equity, the statement of cash flows and 
the annual report, corresponding to the year ended 
on that date. 

In our opinion, the annual accounts attached reflect, 
in all significant aspects, the true image of the equity 
and of the Company’s financial situation as of 31 
December 2020, as well as of its results and cash 
flows corresponding to the year ended on that date, 
in accordance with the applicable financial reporting 
regulatory framework (identified on note 2 of the 
annual report) and, particularly, with the accounting 
principles contained in it. 

Basis of the opinion
We have conducted our audit in accordance with the regulations governing the account auditing in Spain. 
Our responsibilities under these standards are described further in the section “The auditor’s responsibilities 
in relation to the annual accounts audit” in our report.

We are independent from the Company in accordance with the ethical requirements, including 
independence, with are of application to our auditing of annual accounts in Spain, as required by the 
regulatory standard of the account auditing. In this sense, we have not provided different services other 
than those of the auditing of accounts, nor have there been any situations or circumstances that, in 
accordance with the provisions of the aforementioned regulations, have affected the necessary 
independence in a way that it has been compromised. 

We consider that the audit evidence that we have obtained provides a sufficient and adequate basis for our 
opinion. 

Most relevant aspects of the audit
The most relevant aspects of the audit are those that, to our professional understanding, have been 
considered as the most relevant risks of material misstatement in our audit of the annual accounts for the 
current period. These risks have been addressed in the context of our audit of the annual accounts as a 
whole, and in the formation of our opinion about them, and we do not express a separate opinion about 
these risks.     

1 Translated by ADVERO from the original in Spanish. 
In case of conflict, Spanish version shall prevail. 
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Balance Sheet (according to Spanish GAAP)  
Audited balance sheet as of 31 December 2019 and 2020.  
Prepared according to the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles in Spain (GAAP)
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Profit & Loss (according to Spanish GAAP)
Audited profit and loss account of 2019 and 2020.  
Prepared according to the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles in Spain (GAAP)
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Balance Sheet (according to IFRS) 
Balance sheet as of 31 December 2019 and 2020.
Proforma statement prepared in-house according to International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) for 
comparative purposes only. Unaudited conversion from PGC to IFRS. The transition from IAS 1 of first 
adoption of IFRS has not been followed.
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Profit & Loss (IFRS) 
Profit and loss account of 2019 and 2020.
Proforma statement prepared in-house according to International Financial Reporting Standards 
(IFRS) for comparative purposes only. Unaudited conversion from PGC to IFRS. The transition from 
IAS 1 of first adoption of IFRS has not been followed.

The net result for 2019 includes the accumulated revaluation of the assets in the portfolio at the 
end of that year, as that was the first closing after the listing on the stock exchange and the first 
year for which an independent asset appraisal is available. 
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Board of directors
The Board of directors is formed of: 

• Chairman
• Management Company (Adequita Capital)
• Representatives of majority shareholders  

(>5% of capital)

• Representatives of minority shareholders 
(<5% each)

• Independent director
• Non-director secretary

Chairman
Riuaran S.L.
Mr. Pau Corbera

Director
Solcorbi 2013 S.L.U.
Mr. Carlos Corbera

Director
Ciganga S.L.
Mr. Gabriel Roig

Director
Mr. Maxim 
Soloschanskiy

Non-director secretary
Mr. Alejandro Vives

Director
Grau S.A.
Mr. Alexandre Grau

Director
Mr. Jorge Vera

Director
Parwing S.L.
Mr. Jorge Adsara

Director
Rimevi S.L.
Ms. Gemma Mestre

Director
Reig Jofre Inv. S.L.
Mr. Alejandro Garcia 

Director
Adequita Capital Ltd.
Ms. Gloria Folch

Independent 
director
Mr. Aureli Mas

ADVERO Properties SOCIMI, S.A.

Treasury stock

14.1%

9.4%

8.8%

6.0%

6.0%
5.8%5.8%

5.8%

37.5%

0.7%
Capital structure

Free float 1 

Jorge Vera Suñé

Rimevi, S.L.

RJ Investments, S.L.

Riuaran, S.L.
Ciganga, S.L.

Parwing S.L.

Grau, S.A.
Oleg Soloshchanskiy

1. Shareholders owning less than 5% of share. Adequita Capital
and its related parties own 4.4% of the share capital
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Management structure 

Given its size, ADVERO articulates its management structure by outsourcing all services to
external firms based in Spain with a solid track record and commitment towards the company.
The management of these services is led from London by Adequita Capital, the management
company, regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). This gives ADVERO a
flexible management structure that is adaptable to the company’s growth, thus
protecting the return on investment for shareholders.

Asset manager Accounting & tax
advisor

Legal advisors Legal advisors

ADVERO Properties SOCIMI, S.A.

A singular management structure, to back ADVERO’s consolidation stage

ADVERO designed for its management company a
remuneration scheme comparable to that of many
private equity funds. Adequita Capital was granted 2
million warrants of ADVERO, which entitle each of
them to subscribe shares of the company for a unit
value of €5.00, expiring in August 2024. Adequita
committed to modulate the exercise of the warrants in
a way that it never accounts for more than 20% of the
share capital. The calculation of the NAV/share is
always adjusted by the dilutive effect of the vested
warrants.
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A shift in Spain’s economic landscape and housing 
preferences since the 2008 financial crisis

Leading to the financial crisis, Spanish banks
offered mortgages with LTV ratios above
100%. These mortgages created an inflated
supply of real estate, especially for housing.
The aftermath of these policies eventually
resulted in a recession, which Spain has been
recovering from over the last decade.

Reduced access to credit 

After 2008, banks have implemented strict
requirements for mortgage loans. Nowadays,
loans do not cover 100% of the asset value.
Despite low interest rates, households in Spain,
especially mid-low income, are less able to
access mortgages.

2008 Recession

Optimism in economic growth replaced by COVID-19

Prior to COVID-19, the Spanish economy was
on track to grow at 1.8% in 2020, lower than in
previous years but still higher than the EU’s
average. Spain’s GDP however declined in 2020,
with a 10..8% decrease due to the impact of
COVID-19 and response measures adopted.

The economic recession will inevitably lead to
reductions in income, job losses, increased
economic uncertainty and a decrease in
purchasing power.

We understand though that residential rental for the
middle-income sector will stand to benefit from the
current situation. It will attract all the population
demand that can no longer afford to purchase a
home and part of the sector of the population that
was previously part of the highest rental bracket.

In addition, the economic environment may increase
the supply of purchase opportunities from asset
owners and developers.

All these circumstances lead ADVERO to act as a
hedge in recessionary periods like this one.

ADVERO Properties SOCIMI, S.A.
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ADVERO, A PLAYER IN THE 
SOCIOCULTURAL CHANGE 

IN SPAIN

is the percentage of young who are 
renting in the property market in 

Spain

52.4%

is the average annual increase in 
rental prices across Spain between 

2019 and 2020

15%

10%
is the growth in renters in Spain in 

the last ten years

ADVERO Properties intends to
provide a unique solution to the
current real estate landscape in
Spain. ADVERO’s focus is on the
acquisition of residential properties
in the outskirts of major cities in
Spain, with convenient commutes
to the city centres. The firm mainly
targets mid-low income, young
working professionals with jobs in
major cities. ADVERO’s portfolio
currently comprises of 126
residential units on the periphery of
Barcelona city and the
metropolitan area of Madrid.

42%
is the percentage of the rental 

population in Spain that 
deploys at least 40% of their 

net income on rent

Source: INE, Green Street Advisors, Eurostat 
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Glossary
EBITDA: Earnings before net revaluations, 
depreciation and amortisation, provisions, interest 
and taxes

FFO: Funds from operations calculated as EBITDA 
less interest and income tax payments

GAV: Gross asset value of the properties, as 
evaluated by an independent appraiser per RICS 
metrics

GLA: Gross leasable area 

GRI: Gross rental income, defined as annualized 
monthly rental income on a pro-forma basis

Gross yield: Gross yield of the properties 
calculated by dividing annualized gross rent by the 
GAV

LTV (loan to value): Net debt divided by GAV

NAV: Net asset value, calculated according to EPRA 
guidelines, as GAV less net debt and accounting for 
the impact of any options that are dilutive

Net Rental Income (NRI): Rental income less 
direct operating expenses on a pro-forma basis

Net yield: Net yield of the properties calculated by 
dividing net rental income by the GAV

Net yield on invested capital (Net yield OIC): 
Net Yield on invested capital is the ratio of  
proforma NRI to total invested capital.

Maintenance capex: Amount invested to 
maintain and upgrade investment properties, 
excluding acquisitions. 

Occupancy rate (physical): Leased residential 
surface area divided by total residential surface 
area 

Passing rent: Calculated as monthly rent divided 
by GLA

Reversionary yield: Yield calculated as the ratio 
between the rental income that would be 
obtained from leasing the entire area at the 
market prices estimated by the independent 
valuers (ERV) and the gross asset value

Total ROA: Total return on assets is the Internal 
rate of return for ADVERO’s portfolio from date 
of first acquisition in April 2018 to December 
2020. 



ADVERO PROPERTIES SOCIMI, S.A.
c/ Iradier 21
08017 Barcelona, Spain

info@adveroproperties.com
www.adveroproperties.com

Listing information
Ticker: YADV
Stock Exchange: Spain – BME Growth
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